August 21, 2020

What Will Stop The Gold Bull Market?
“It is easier to find an alluring candidate in the US presidential race than an OECD* central banker
even thinking of raising interest rates in his or her lifetime.”
– Louis-Vincent Gave
*OECD stands for the Organization for Economic Co-operation & Development.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Not Too Late
My close friend and partner Louis Gave, whom I’ve known for 13 years, is the furthest thing from a
gold bug. In fact, for most of the time I’ve known him he’s had a dim view of the shiny metal often
derisively referred to as a “barbarous relic” or a “pet rock”. In this regard, his appraisal has been
similar to the long dismissive view of gold by Warren Buffett. However, for both men, there has been
a decided attitude shift of late.
This edition of the Gavekal EVA is authored once again by my prolific colleague (Louis’ writing volume
puts me to shame). As you will see, it was originally published back on July, 20th, but for various
reasons, including a desire to finish his three-part series on July 31st, we elected to defer it until now.
Our hope at the time was that it would still be relevant at this point. Based on what Mr. Buffett just
announced, one could argue it is even more so. (If you somehow missed it, markets were shocked this
week to learn of a $565 million investment by the company Mr. Buffett co-founded and still runs,
Berkshire Hathaway, in Barrick Gold, one of the premier bullion producers.)
Let’s get an important disclaimer out there right away: as Louis wrote, gold was, and still is, very
extended thanks to a powerful rally this year that has eclipsed even the hyper-performing Nasdaq. In
technical jargon, it is one standard deviation above its 200-day moving average. In plain words, it’s
vulnerable to some serious profit-taking. Silver, as usual in bullion bull markets, has done better yet.
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Source: Bloomberg, Evergreen Gavekal
The same is true of the companies that explore for and produce precious metals, as represented by
the gold mining ETFs, GDX and GDXJ. Their move has been even more volcanic, as you can see
below.

Source: Bloomberg, Evergreen Gavekal
Additionally, as I have expressed in a few prior EVAs, gold’s outperformance is not a recent
phenomenon. Since the start of the millennium/century, the so-called pet rock has returned 576%
versus 244% for the S&P 500, or, on an annualized basis, 9.7% compared to 6.1% for the mighty S&P
500. Unfortunately, almost all portfolios—professional or amateur—have had nearly zero participation
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in precious metals.

Source: Bloomberg, Evergreen Gavekal
Suddenly, though, gold is front page news and it’s attracting a lot of new buyers. Thus, in addition to
being extended in price, gold and all things precious metal-related seem to me uncomfortably—and
uncharacteristically--crowded.
It’s for these reasons that Evergreen has been repeatedly selling down our positions in gold, silver,
and the miners in recent weeks. However, as we have often opined in our Likes/Dislikes section at the
end of this newsletter, we believe the long-term potential remains considerable. Further, when you
are dealing with an income-free asset, as all pure commodities are, the only way to generate cash flow
is to take advantage of big rallies to take some gains.
Part of our reason for liking this area long-term is what Louis points out about the total market value
of all miners of $550 billion, or a little over one-quarter of Apple’s market capitalization. Per Louis,
it’s also less than 30 days’ worth of the Fed’s magical money manufacturing, at least in a “good”
month. (We would both argue that over time this is a very “un-good” development for America’s
welfare and the soundness, such as it is, of the US dollar.)
His argument that past bull markets in gold have lasted for years is historically accurate and worth
pondering for anyone who has, like Mr. Buffett, been reluctant to use precious metals as a hedge
against unparalleled currency debasement. Moreover, despite being up almost 50% this year, at the
current quote of $41, GDX remains far below where it traded in 2012, which was north of $60.
Gold, silver, and the mining stocks also went through a brief but sharp correction from late-July to
mid-August, with GDX falling by 11%. Obviously, those types of selling squalls are the best times to
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be adding exposure for those who have missed the early move. However, I count myself among those
who believe gold will ultimately hit $3,000 during this bull phase, perhaps higher.
A key part of my thesis, with which Louis largely concurs, is that we are entering a decade similar to
the 1970s, with rising inflation being one of the parallels. Like in the ‘70s, it’s probable interest rates
will be held below the actual inflation rate. This creates a so-called negative real interest rate and
this condition tends to be rocket fuel for hard asset prices like precious metals.
Another highly supportive aspect is that gold mining companies were badly burned by over-expanding
during the last gold bull market that peaked in 2012. Consequently, they are being extremely
cautious with investing in new production even with gold at $2,000. Anything around that price
renders these entities prodigious cash flow machines. Dividends, typically miniscule with miners,
could end up being surprisingly husky.
Let me conclude my introduction to Louis’ missive with one more caveat: the US dollar and gold
typically move opposite of one another. Presently, the US dollar is as oversold as gold is overbought.
Should there be a near-term rally in the dollar, that would be another reason for gold, and the miners,
to correct. If so, that will be a golden/glittering/lustrous/shining (insert your favorite adjective)
opportunity to jump on what is likely to be multi-year gravy train.

What Will Stop The Gold Bull Market? by Louis-Vincent Gave
The sustained outperformance of very large-cap tech stocks means that any manager who
substantially underweighted the sector has likely lost clients. The exception may be those who favored
gold and gold miners, which have experienced a “stealth” bull market (see chart below). I say stealth
because the precious metals rally has garnered limited headlines, scant investor interest and fewer
reflections on either its causes, or consequences.
The reason that investors focus on tech—and don’t care about gold—is largely down to size, as the
“Fab Five” tech stocks make up some 20% of the S&P 500. As a result, tech exposure has dictated
relative performance in recent years, and this situation is almost certain to continue; performance will
still revolve around the decision of whether, or not, to overweight tech. So given this backdrop, who
cares about gold? After all, in spite of a near doubling over the past two years, the total market value
of the precious metal mining sector is only about US$550bn—roughly what Amazon has added to its
market value this year, or less than a month’s asset purchases by the Federal Reserve.
For now, the market for gold and gold mining stocks tick a number of boxes:
Both are showing strong momentum.
Unlike tech, both markets are small enough to keep running without hitting the big numbers
problem (see Have Equities Become A Bubble?).
Neither has become a crowded trade.
There has been no rush of secondary placements and IPOs usually seen in gold miner bull
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markets (as repeated capital destroyers, gold miners normally jump at the chance to push paper
down the market’s throat!).
Both assets remain a clear diversification choice for investors worried about runaway budget
deficits and an unprecedented expansion of monetary aggregates globally, but especially in the
US.
In short, precious metals are in a bull market. A concern may be that the gold price is about 12%, or
one standard deviation, above its 200-day moving average (see right-hand chart below). But one has to
question what will stop this run up. Historically, precious metals tend to “trend”, with both bull and
bear markets lasting three years, or more. Indeed, looking back through gold bull markets in the post
Bretton Woods era, one finds the following:
1976-80: As inflation rose bonds and equities de-rated, while gold rallied. This changed when US
short rates were jacked up to break inflation’s back.
1985-88: The Plaza Accord saw major economies agree to a US dollar debasement. Gold and
gold miners thrived in this era, only ending when Germany pulled out of the deal and US real
rates started to rise.
2001-11: President George W. Bush’s “guns and butter” policies spurred a weak US dollar. The
concurrent rise of emerging markets meant that a new buyer showed up in the gold markets.
This ended when the dollar began to strengthen.
2018-?: Deglobalization, high US budget deficits, and surging monetary aggregates seem to have
created a new gold bull market. Any breakdown in the US dollar from here will likely push gold
higher. Looking at recent history, when gold bull markets get going they usually feed on their
own momentum for quite a while and only end when facing (i) higher nominal interest rates, (ii)
a stronger US dollar and (iii) a rise in real rates. Hence, consider these threats to the unfolding
gold bull market.
Momentum: Gold bull markets may build up over multi-year periods as the metal speaks to the
public’s imagination. For millennia, gold has been valued for its beauty, which may explain why it
becomes more attractive as its price rises. The new thing—certainly in 2001-11—was most new wealth
being created in emerging markets, where investors have a strong cultural affinity for gold. In
contrast, the past decade saw most of the world’s wealth created around technology campuses on the
US west coast by people with scant interest in the “barbarous relic”. This is interesting, as gold has
ripped higher in the past two years in spite of a market consensus that global wealth creation in the
coming years will match that of the last decade. In short, gold is showing strong momentum despite
emerging markets having broadly been dogs with fleas for a decade. Imagine if the dollar is now done
rising and EMs, led by Asia, again thrive. What a tailwind that would be for gold.
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Higher nominal rates: It is easier to find an alluring candidate in the US presidential race than an
OECD central banker even thinking of raising interest rates in his or her lifetime. Higher nominal
interest rates are simply not a threat to the unfolding gold bull market.
Stronger US dollar: The main case for a stronger US dollar is that foreigners spent decades
borrowing in the currency and a turnaround in the US’s current account deficit (thanks to its energy
boom) will make it hard for foreigners to get dollars and service their debts. Cue a “US dollar shortsqueeze” which would see the dollar exchange rate sky-rocket. There are many problems with this
theory starting with the fact that—instead of improving—the US current account deficit is actually
worsening (US consumers are shoveling ever more dollars offshore). Secondly, rather than rising, the
cost of borrowing dollars continues to fall. Thirdly, since the Fed has swap lines with some 15 other
key central banks, how can a dollar shortage develop? Moreover, how can dollars be scarce when US
M2 is growing at about six times nominal US GDP growth, or 24.5% per annum—an absolute and
relative record. Instead, the more interesting question is whether, over the next decade, foreigners
find themselves using US dollars more to settle their foreign trade, or less. If less, then that should be
structurally bearish for the dollar.
Surging gold supply: A key mantra of commodity investing is that the solution to high commodity
prices is high commodity prices, just as the reverse holds true. Yet increases in commodity output,
spurred by rising prices, is always lagged (why commodity prices usually trend for five to 10 years). A
key question is thus whether the recent gold price rise is enough to trigger big production gains in the
coming quarters. The answer is “no”. Rather than pour capital down new holes, gold miners have
spent the past year consolidating with record takeover activity seen.
A rise in real rates: The above leaves a rise in real rates as the most credible threat to the unfolding
gold bull market. Yet if nominal rates are not going to rise, the only way the US and other OECD
countries can experience surging real rates is through an already low inflation rate collapsing more.
But how? Energy prices seem to be done falling and labor costs are being supported by government
diktat and purchasing power protection schemes. A possible source of future global deflation could be
a collapse in real estate prices or alternatively a huge fall in the renminbi. So far, there are few signs
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of such shocks unfolding and it seems clear that policymakers in both the West and China are intent
on stopping such developments. So with this in mind, it seems likely that a surge in real rates is not an
immediate threat.
Putting it all together, the odds thus have to be that the stealth gold bull market will continue.
DISCLOSURE: This material has been prepared or is distributed solely for informational purposes only
and is not a solicitation or an offer to buy any security or instrument or to participate in any trading
strategy. Any opinions, recommendations, and assumptions included in this presentation are based
upon current market conditions, reflect our judgment as of the date of this presentation, and are
subject to change. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. All investments involve risk
including the loss of principal. All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable,
but accuracy cannot be guaranteed and Evergreen makes no representation as to its accuracy or
completeness. Securities highlighted or discussed in this communication are mentioned for illustrative
purposes only and are not a recommendation for these securities. Evergreen actively manages client
portfolios and securities discussed in this communication may or may not be held in such portfolios at
any given time.
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